CWA’s 25th Gala

What a night! Our 25th anniversary celebration was an event to remember. The main highlight of the night was our founder, Wayne Kernodle’s attendance. He was delighted to see both new and familiar faces. It was our pleasure to present to him a memory book full of sweet sentiments from CWA members and photos as a keepsake. CWA also gave out our first “Christopher Wren Award” to Jack Edwards. Jack has been a staple at CWA with 23 years of service. Congrats again, Jack!

CWA was honored to receive a resolution from the General Assembly of Virginia for our service! Jeanne Kouhestani also gifted our founders with a beautiful portrait of Wayne and Ruth Kernodle!

We enjoyed the opportunity to spend time with friends in the semi-formal environment and to be among those celebrating during the thoughtful program. It was a treat to see Wayne Kernodle looking so well and to acknowledge the years our lawn-bowling buddy, Jack Edwards, has spent teaching in the program. It truly was a lovely evening.

-Hope and Nolan
CWA Gala

As part of the course “Re-Imagining A Ruin in Virginia’s Northern Neck,” 23 Christopher Wren students traveled to Warsaw, Virginia to actually see what they had studied in the classroom. They visited Menokin, the home of Francis Lightfoot Lee, a Signer of the Declaration of Independence. Built in 1769, the home collapsed into itself in disrepair, and is now owned by The Menokin Foundation. Its mission is to preserve, protect, and interpret the house under an ingenious glass structure.

William & Mary Happenings

Are you keeping up with the events on and around the William & Mary campus? If not, please click here to take advantage of all this wonderful campus has to offer! William & Mary Weekend in DC, the university’s newest signature event, takes place June 2-5. Go to weekend.wm.edu for more information.

CWA Class Trip to NOVA

As part of the course “Re-Imagining A Ruin in Virginia’s Northern Neck,” 23 Christopher Wren students traveled to Warsaw, Virginia to actually see what they had studied in the classroom. They visited Menokin, the home of Francis Lightfoot Lee, a Signer of the Declaration of Independence. Built in 1769, the home collapsed into itself in disrepair, and is now owned by The Menokin Foundation. Its mission is to preserve, protect, and interpret the house under an ingenious glass structure.

Photos by Keith Reagan, CWA Instructor

Below is a quote by a member taken from the memory book keepsake.

“Wayne and Ruth, the highlight of my residency in Williamsburg the last 13 years has been the wonderful Christopher Wren Association. Thank you for your splendid efforts to start and nurture such a wonderful endeavor. My most sincere thanks to you both.

Sincerely,
Scott Orr”
Thank you for generously donating your time in the Spring 2016 semester.

**Hosts**
Kay Allen
Catherine Allen
Alvin Ashley
Carol Ball
Carol Bender
Elizabeth Benson-Colligan
Marjorie Biddle
Jim and Judith Bowers
Mary Boxer
Michael and Lisa Brickey
Jay Brown
Charles Buell
Carol Carkner
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Mary Cheston
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Sal De Leon
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Patrick Dugan
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Catherine Jaskowiak
Cathy Keith
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Kathy Klausner
Charlotte Kline
Barbara Kurasiewicz
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Diane Lederer
Phyllis Lee
Robert Lund
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Jeanne Millin
Robert Moore
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Newt Munson
Barbara Noll
Charles Nusbaum
Fritz and Kit Ober
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Scott Orr
William Owens
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Peggy Peterson
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Nancy Ring
Shirley Roby
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Catherine Sanderson
Donald Schilling
Mary Rose Schlatter
Ralph Simmons
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Barbara Smith
Ronald Smith
Jack Snell
Carol Sorensen
Richard Spore
Martha Squire
Shirley Steimel
Vernon Stocker
Donald Swain
Ellen Swihart Spore
Jim Turi
Clive Van Orden
Noel Veden
Susan Voigt
Susan Warren-Alef
Bev Whitley
Hazel Whitney
James Wilderotter
Kathleen Wilhide
Sylvia Woodcock
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Jim Bowers
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William Carpenter
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Al Cummins
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Mary Kay Dineen
Gary Downs
Sherry Dunphy-Ackerman
Jim Easton
Bobbie Falquet
Sean Fitzpatrick
Susan Ford
Carol Fryer
William Goodale
JoAnn Gora
Helen Hamilton
Peter Henderson
Philip Horbert
Michael Jaskowiak
Christine Jones
George King
Fred Kurasiewicz
Wilbur Larkin
Kenneth Levine
Jacque Ludwig
Mary MacIntosh
James Martin
Robert Moore
Del Moore
Fritz Ober
Scott Orr
John Oszczakiewicz
William Owens
Edward Peterson
Bill Riffer
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David Ross
Paul Roush
Edward Sadowski
Mary Schafrik
Christopher Scheiderer
Walter Schmid
Joseph Sell
Les Solomon
Paul Stockmeyer
Rod Stone
Richard Strenkowski
John Strode
Shirley Sutherland
Mel Taber
Kenneth Turner
Susan Voigt
Roger Worthen
Hope Yelich
Edward Youhas

**Registration Helpers**
Mary Barkley
Rick Chase
Nancy Greene
Wendy Keener
Fran Post
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